
2011 Gulfstream G-200 MSN 240 “AP-NST”

Technical specifications

Airframe: 1,679 TTSN / 907 CSN
Delivered new February 2011
JAR-OPS 1 compliant 
Available immediately

Engines: Pratt & Whitney 306-A  enrolled on ESP Gold

APU: Honeywell GTCP 36-150 

Avionics:

 Dual Collins VHF 4000 units
 Dual Collins NAV 4000 units
 Dual Collins ADF units
 Dual Collins DME 4000 units
 Dual Collins TDR 94 (EHS) units
 Dual Collins FMC-6100 FMS units with dual GPS
 Collins ALT 4000 Radar Altimeter
 Collins TWR-850 Radar
 Dual Honeywell KHF-1050 HF units (with Selcal)
 Honeywell EGPWS/Windshear/RAAS (Mk V)
 Universal CVR-120 Cockpit Voice Recorder
 Honeywell 88 Parameter Flight Data Recorder
 Iridium ICS-200

Specifications subject to verification, aircraft availability subject to sale, may be withdrawn from the market at any time



Additional Equipment:

 RVSM, B-RNAV, P-RNAV, MNPS, RNP-1, ADS B OUT, WAAS
 FM Immunity and 8.33 channel selection compliant
 EU-OPS / commercial transport
 Microwave and coffee maker
 2 each 17 inch bulkhead mounted monitors (forward and aft)
 Rosen view LX video system
 Dual DVD
 115 VAC/ 60 Hz passenger power outlets
 Auto-throttles
 Jump seat
 Privacy door between galley and cabin

Interior description:

This beautiful EASA G-200 offers a luxurious and comfortable 9 passenger interior, with a forward club seating
group, a three passenger divan on the left side, facing another club seating group on the right side.

Elegant and soothing interior, with light colored wood and light beige leather, complemented by discrete metal
plating.  Fully equipped galley and dual DVD / dual monitors provide for a productive and comfortable interior.

Jump seat, sliding door between galley and cabin, microwave oven, auto-throttles are just some of the special
features of this gorgeous aircraft.

Aircraft available immediately, offered exclusively by Nexus Aviation, make offer

Specifications subject to verification, aircraft availability subject to sale, may be withdrawn from the market at any time


